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1 Introduction

factored into Equation 1 as follows:

News headline generation is one variant of summarization tasks, which is introduced in DUC-2003 and DUC2004 (Task 1) [15]. In this study, we are interested
in news headline generation using abstractive approach.
The generated headline possibly includes words not seen
in the source document [11]. Headline generation can
be cast as a task of mapping an input sequence of words
into a target sequence of words using an encoder-decoder
model (Section 2) [2].
Past studies on neural headline generation mostly used
the first sentence-headline pair as an input-output for the
encoder-decoder model [2, 5, 9, 11]. They emphasized
on how to incorporate linguistics information or architectural strategy of the encoder-decoder model. However, Tan et al. in [13] questioned the effectiveness of
using the first sentence as the input because information
in the text is distributed across sentences [1]. They used
the full-document or sentences extracted from statistical
ranking techniques as the input for the encoder-decoder
instead and showed improvement in performance. This
study aims to investigate the use of the topic sentence
(Section 3) as another type of input.
There are two key questions addressed in this work:
(1) whether the topic sentence is more useful than the
first sentence for headline generation or not, and (2)
whether the topic sentence is helpful in addition to the
first sentence for headline generation or not.

p(y | x, θ) =

M
∏

p(yt | {y1 , . . . , yt−1 }, x, θ),

where M is the length of the output. This formulation
can be naturally cast as an encoder-decoder model.
An encoder represents an input sequence of words into
a single vector representation c. Past studies proposed to
use recurrent neural network (RNN) encoder as shown
in Equation 2 as follows [2]:
ht = f (ht−1 , et )
= f (Uh ht−1 + Ue et )

(2)

where f is a non-linear activation function; Uh and
Ue denote weight matrices. We also may use Bidirectional RNN to substitute RNN. The input representation c is obtained as the weighted sum of the hidden
states q({h1 , · · · , hN }), where q is a non-linear activation function. We also can simply use the last hidden
state hN as c.
Decoder decodes the input representation c to generate the sequence of output words y (generated headline).
RNN is also used for the decoder where a hidden state h′t
represents conditional probability distribution of words
to select the current output yt , typically represented in a
vector form e′t . h′t is computed in Equation 3 as follows:
h′t = f ′ (h′t−1 , e′t−1 , c)
= f ′ (U′h h′t−1 + U′e e′t−1 + U′c c)

2 Encoder-Decoder Model
Encoder-decoder model maps a sequence of input into
a sequence of output [4, 12]. Let us denote x =
(x1 , . . . , xN ) as a sequence of N input words. A word
xt is typically represented as a one-hot vector encoding
or as a corresponding embedding vector et . The headline generation task objective is to find the best sequence
of M words y = (y1 , . . . , yM ), M < N ; for given input
sequence x. It means modeling the conditional probability p(y | x, θ) of input-output pair, where θ acts as learning parameters [11]. The conditional probability can be

(1)

t=1

(3)

where f ′ is a non-linear activation function; U′h , U′e , U′c
represent weight matrices. In practice, we can replace
the activation function using variant of neural network
choices for example, using long short-term memory network. Attention mechanism also can be employed to
denote which word the decoder should focus on a particular decoding step [3]. The encoder-decoder model is
trained to tune the learning parameters θ governing the
conditional probability by minimizing the negative log
likelihood of the conditional probability, over a set of
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training data. It is typically done using stochastic gradient descent method. Once the model is trained, the
encoder-decoder generates a headline y∗ for a new input sequence x maximizing the conditional probability
using beam search algorithm.

3 Related Work
Past studies on neural headline generation mostly used
the first sentence-headline pair as an input-output for
the encoder-decoder model [2, 5, 9, 11]. They gave
more emphasize on how to incorporate linguistics information or architectural strategy of the encoder-decoder
model. For example, Rush et al. [11] focused on how the
encoder-decoder model can take into account word context. In addition to the word context, Chopra et al. [5]
tried to incorporate information of the position of input
words as well. Nallapati et al. [9] tried to incorporate
linguistic and structural information when representing
the input sequence. On the other hand, Ayana et al. [2]
worked on comparing network architectures and training
strategies.
As explained, previously mentioned studies used the
first sentence of news as the input sequence. However,
Tan et al. [13] questioned the effectiveness of using the
first sentence as the input because information in the text
is distributed across sentences [1]. Tan et al. [13] used
the full-document or sentences extracted from statistical ranking techniques (e.g. LexRank) for the encoderdecoder. Though, they found that using a long input sequence (the full-document) possibly degrades the performance of the encoder-decoder.
We consider using the topic sentence as a middleground between the presented problems. Topic sentence
is defined as the key information of news [14] as follows:
Topic sentence contains the core elements ⟨subject,
verb, object⟩ and at least one subordinate element time
or location.
The core elements of functional information of a sentence are ⟨subject, verb (predicate), object⟩ triples [6].
In addition to these core elements, time and location are
also important because they provide an additional factual information in news [6]. We hypothesize that incorporating topic sentence is likely to provide a better
generalization of the encoder-decoder model than only
using the first sentence. The generalization means allowing the model to predict the headline of unseen news.
In contrast with statistical ranking techniques, the topic
sentence considers 5W1H1 information of news (indirectly).
1 what,

who, where, whom, when, how

4

Experimental Setting

4.1

Dataset

We use the annotated Gigaword dataset [10] (around 10
million documents) for our experiment. The annotation is only used for tokenization and sentence splitting
during preprocessing step. Preprocessing also includes
replacing digits with “#”, and replacing low-frequency
words with “⟨unk⟩”, following the setting by Rush et al.
[11]2 . First sentence, topic sentence, and original (reference) headline are extracted from each document.
We extract the earliest sentence containing ⟨subject,
verb, object⟩ and at least one subordinate element time
or location as the topic sentence. It follows the rationale of inverted pyramid structure of news that earlier sentences contain more general information than the
later sentences. We analyze sentences using dependency
parser and named entity tagger in spaCy3 for a realistic setting. DATE and TIME named entity tags are used
for recognizing time information, and GPE (i.e., countries, cities, states) and LOC (non-GPE locations) named
entity tags are used for location4 . We only extract one
topic sentence to keep the length of input as minimum
as possible to avoid vanishing gradient problem. In case
there is no sentence satisfying the requirements for topic
sentence, we use the first sentence as the topic sentence.
When the topic sentence is the same as the first sentence,
we only use the first sentence when feeding both first and
topic sentences.
The dataset is split into training, validation, and testing data using the documents split provided by Rush et
al. [11]. In the original script, the document whose headline consists of more than three and fewer than 50 words
is included. The first sentence also should contain 10–
100 words and at least one word in common with the
corresponding headline. We add an additional filter that
the topic sentence in a document should follow the same
rule as the first sentence.
Data

# docs

not found

found-1

found-2-*

Train
Valid
Test

2,755,324
139,284
134,432

5.54%
5.69%
5.90%

73.43%
72.76%
72.91%

21.06%
21.58%
21.19%

Table 1: Filtered gigaword dataset.
The remaining documents after the filtering can be
seen in Table 1. “# docs” column denotes the number
of documents for the corresponding set. “not found”
column denotes the perucentage of cases when there
is no sentence satisfying the topic sentence extraction
2 https://github.com/facebookarchive/NAMAS
3 https://spacy.io/
4 https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features
#section-named-entities
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rule. “found-1” denotes the percentage of cases when
the first sentence satisfies the topic sentence requirement.
“found-2-*” denotes the percentage of cases when the
topic sentence is not the first sentence of the document
(e.g., 2nd , 3rd , or 4th sentence). Headline contains eight
tokens on average. While most of the topic sentences are
the first sentence, the rest 21% topic can be meaningful
for analysis compared to using only the first sentence directly as the input. In most cases, there is a sentence
satisfying the topic sentence elements. It proves that using the topic sentence for headline generation is possible in a real-world setting. We use ROUGE (ROUGE-1,
ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L) to measure the performance
of models [8].

4.2 Architectural Choice
We train the encoder-decoder model using three variants
of input: (1) first sentence, (2) topic sentence, and (3)
both first and topic sentences in which each is aligned
with the headline. We use the default encoder-decoder
implementation in OpenNMT using its default parameter setting [7]5 . This architecture is regarded as the standard sequence to sequence architecture. The reason for
using this architecture is to investigate the consequence
of using different input types, rather than architectural
choice in neural headline generation task. When we feed
both first and topic sentences, we place the first sentence
earlier and separate them by dot (“.”). To avoid the bias
of parameter initialization, we train five models for each
input-output pair and present the average performance in
Section 5.

5 Experimental Result and Discussion
This experiment aims to confirm which input type is the
best for the neural headline generation. In this section,
we describe the result of evaluation of our models on
the Gigaword test set (134K). We feed each model using topic, first and the combination of both sentences as
the input during testing. Detail of the result is shown in
Table 2 whose column denotes the corresponding testing input type. OF, OT, and OTF refer to our models
trained on first, topic, and both first and topic sentences
respectively. All models produce seven tokens on average. OT performs the best when fed using topic sentence,
OTF performs the best when fed using the first sentence,
while OTF and OT perform comparably when fed using
the combination of first and topic sentences as input during testing. On the other hand, OF remains as the worst
model across types of input.
5 https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py

We test the difference of performance between pairs of
models using two-tailed t-test (two-sample unequal variance), and consider it statistically significant at p < 0.05.
The difference of performance between models is significant when fed using topic sentence as input. OTF
significantly outperforms OT when fed using first sentence. However, it does not significantly outperform OF
on this input. Similarly, OF also does not significantly
outperform OT when fed using the first sentence as input. When fed using both first and topic sentences, both
OTF and OT significantly outperform OF, while the difference between OTF and OT is not significant. Based
on this fact, we argue that the topic sentence can enhance
the model performance across types of input compared
when only using the first sentence as input during training. It means, the model trained using topic sentence has
a better generalization than model trained using the first
sentence. This result is interesting in the sense that the
performance is improved on the test set only by using
different training input type.
Another interesting thing to note is the copy rate.
Copy rate denotes how much the model use the words
found in the input data as the headline words (computed
using recall). OT and OF show a relatively similar copy
rate across types of input while present different performance scores. OT and OF perform comparably when fed
using the first sentence despite OT is trained using the
topic sentence (the difference is not statistically significant at p < 0.05). However, OT outperforms OF on other
types of input. Simply said, copying words sourced from
the topic sentence does a good job for headline generation.
Readers might wonder why the performance trend between OT and OTF is not consistent between types of
input. OTF outperforms OT when fed using the first sentence during testing but not in other types of input. We
infer that there is a possibility of output words sourced
from the topic sentence (in training data) despite fed
using the unseen first sentence during testing (or vice
versa). We infer that OTF probably associates words in
the first sentence with the words in the topic sentence
during training while OT cannot do so. When we feed
both models using the topic sentence or both first and
topic sentences, OTF uses words in both first and topic
sentence while OT only uses words from the topic sentence resulting in lower OTF’s performance score. When
we test using the first sentence, OTF probably copies
words from the topic sentence as the result of association
capability, resulting in higher performance score. This
explanation (although relatively weak) also supports our
previous argument that copying words of the topic sentence is helpful in this task.
Generally, the performance scores are higher when
models are fed using only the first sentence than other
types of input during testing. The first sentence possi-
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Model
OF
OT
OTF

R-1
29.45
33.73
32.00

Topic
R-2
R-L
12.06
14.37
13.03

26.97
30.77
29.11

First
R-2
R-L

CR

R-1

0.72
0.71
0.76

40.83
40.72
41.47

20.32
19.68
20.49

37.97
37.76
38.46

CR

R-1

0.81
0.80
0.83

23.26
26.69
26.49

First and topic
R-2
R-L
7.90
8.98
8.91

20.89
23.69
23.45

CR
0.69
0.71
0.75

Table 2: Evaluation result on full Gigaword test set. R denotes full-length F1 ROUGE score while CR denotes copy rate
score.
bly contains a more specific information to the document
which is useful for generating headline as it should express a particular input, while topic sentence is useful for
generalization purpose.
Some readers might argue that the performance of
OTF is higher than OF and OT when fed using the first
sentence only because more information is fed during
training for OTF. In that case, the performance of OTF
when fed using other types of input during testing should
be better than other models as well. In fact, this is not
the case in which OTF is beaten by OT on other types
of input. It means training encoder-decoder model using
a longer input does not guarantee improvement in performance across types of input. We have to provide an
“optimal” input-output pair to train the neural network.
In this experiment, it is relatively difficult to conclude
which one is more optimal between only using the topic
sentence or using both first and topic sentences as input for the training, as there is no trend observed. We
are only sure that using the topic sentence as opposed/in
addition to the first sentence provides a better generalization.
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